**By car from Milan, Venice, Bologna, Ancona:**
1. Highway A14 Exit Tollbooth Pesaro Urbino.
2. Follow directions towards Montefeltro and proceed towards Urbino until reaching Montecchio (SP 423).
3. Proceed on the SP3bis in direction Lunano and pass Rio Salso, Borgo Massano, Mercatale, Caprizzino.
4. Pass Caprizzino and after approx. 1 Km you will encounter a turnaround.
5. First Exit on the right and you arrive at Green Power.

**By car from Naples, Rome, Florence:**
1. Take the freeway E45 Perugia - Cosons.
2. Exit at S.Giustino and take the SS 73 Bis direction Bocca Trabaria until Borgo Pace.
3. Proceed on the SS 73 Bis and go through Sant’Angelo in Vado.
4. After the traffic lights that you will find at the exit of Sant’Angelo in Vado, turn left in direction Lunano.
5. Go through the tunnel and proceed towards Pesaro.
6. Pass Lunano and after approx. 3 Km you will encounter a turnaround.
7. Last turnaround exit and you arrive at Green Power.